Mission Workplace Interiors

Award Winning, fully flexible – meet
anywhere, work anywhere Conference &
Meeting Room Furniture.

Key features

Key features of Kite 750—
Agile working made easy.

The patented Kite shape
facilitates multiple
configurations. Everyone
has a defined 750mm
workspace with a straight
edge and a clear line of
sight to colleagues.

®

With 580mm uninterrupted
legroom, no one sits astride
a table leg, writes over a
seam or is squashed into
a corner.

The narrow transit profile
fits easily through doors
(390mm max).

The Dual-locking castor
ensures that the table is as
stable as fixed-frame
furniture. The locked castor
prevents the need for linking
devices.

Kite tables are available with a variety
of leg styles and table-top finishes.

50mm height adjustment
ensures that each table-top
meets flush on the most
uneven floors.
Modesty panels and cable
management can be fitted
without compromising the
folding function.
(See Kite Pricelist for
more details)
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Flip, lock, sit, start work!
Kite tables can be quickly
and easily assembled by one
person - no heavy lifting and
no need for a trolley.
Kite tables are easily folded,
moved and nested allowing
you to make the most of
your working space.
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Meeting

Meeting—
Facilitating meetings of all shapes
and sizes, the unique Kite shape
ensures personal space, clear
lines of sight and the flexibility to
quickly change the layout to suit
your needs.
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Meeting
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Presentation and Training

Presentation and Training—
Kite tables create the perfect
configuration for any presentation
style. Each delegate has a good
line of sight so that everyone can
be fully engaged. Facilitators can
easily transform the room from
presentation style to small breakout
areas.
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Presentation and Training
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Personal working

Personal working—
Kite maximises the use of
even the smallest space–
the possibilities are
almost endless.
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Socialising

Socialising—
From small groups to large
social gatherings, Kite tables
make your refreshment and
breakout areas a flexible
facility. White Kite table-tops
are complemented by the
colourful Trellis chairs.
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Kite® agile working

Kite agile working—
Meet anywhere – work anywhere
®

Meet Anywhere
No lifting, no stress, no panic. The Meet
Anywhere is the quick and easy solution
for those occasions when the meeting
rooms are fully booked. Simply roll in,
flip up the table-top, lock the castors
and you are ready to work.

MiniMobile
The compact storage profile and
ease of transit make the MiniMobile
the perfect solution for home or office
working. A lower height option allows
the MiniMobile to be used in the early
years educational environment.

850mm

1191.55mm

2815.83mm
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1533.09mm

2724.31mm

1533.09mm
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Kite® accessories

Hotbox™ & Hive—
New and effective
ways of working.

AVIT

Tubestation

The simple plugin and
play mobile presentation
unit is the ideal partner
to the Kite table system.

Tubestation unlocks
the versatility of Kite
by neatly providing
mobile power, data
and AV connectivity.

Power units

PowerKiss

A range of soft wired
power and data units
can be fitted to all Kite
table systems.

A simple, efficient, wire
free method of charging
your mobile device on top
of a Kite table.

Modesty panels

Cable management

Modesty panels can
be fitted to all Kite
tables and are available
in matching finishes or
in perforated steel.
Modesty panels can
be easily removed or
added to tables at any
time without compromising the folding function.

A range of cable
management products
can be used to neatly
accommodate cables
into the Kite table
systems. The Zipit fabric
sleeve wraps around
the table leg housing
cables and reducing
trailing wires.

Designed to make you and your
workspace more productive, Hotbox™
is a unique, flexible and secure portable
personal storage system that is easy to
use and extremely durable.
The Hive unit is your personal pigeon
hole. When you arrive at work you
collect your Hotbox™ and your mail,
take them to your workstation and
begin your day.

Credenza units—
Storage units to
match your Kite table.
A range of complementary storage
units in finishes to match your
Kite tables. Available with 2 or 3
doors.
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Kite® 750 layouts

Kite 750 layouts—
A selection of
popular layouts.

4837mm

®

3337mm

1837mm
1837mm

1655mm

1837mm

The two diagrams above have the same floor area.
The diagram to the right shows the area converted
into a lecture-style arrangement. The tables are
shown folded down and nested together on the
back wall. Seating capacity is doubled and the
tables remain in the room.

3337mm

1687mm

3187mm

1837mm

5799mm

4670mm

4087mm

2587mm

4802mm

4837mm

1500mm
1500mm

1500mm

2250mm
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3000mm

3750mm
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Kite® 550 layouts

Finishes

Kite 550—
Kite 550 is perfect for use
in narrow or difficult shaped
rooms. The reduced table
width optimises delegate
numbers.

Table-top finishes

®

White

Maple

Beech

Montana Oak

Calais Oak

Walnut

Straight leg finishes
Graphite

Silver

Chrome

White

Tapered leg finishes
Silver

Chrome

1100mm
1100mm

1100mm

2300mm

3050mm

1550mm
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Kite® table system
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Seating

The perfect companions—
Meeting and conference chairs
to complement Kite tables.
Alina
Versatile and robust, the extensive Alina
range is ideal for the training, meeting or
conference room. The upholstered seat
is combined with either a breathable mesh
or upholstered back.
Cantilever, 4 legged and 4 legged with
castors, provide a variety of frame styles
for all requirements. The Alina is stackable
up to 5 high and a trolley can be provided
for the easy transportation of the stacked
seating.

Panache
Offering comfort and style, the Panache
is a fully upholstered, versatile, stackable
chair ideal for visitor, meeting and
conference room use. The Panache is
available with a full or three quarter
upholstered back in a wide variety of
coverings.
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Seating

Trellis

Ultrastack

With a stylish matt finish the Trellis is the
ideal chair for the meeting, conference
or cafe. The Trellis is a hard-wearing
polypropylene chair with the added
comfort of a perforated back. The Trellis
is available with a skid or 4 legged
polished chrome frame and the option
of an upholstered seat. The optional Trellis
Trolley facilitates the easy transportation
of stacked chairs up to 25 high. A linking
device is also available for conference use.

The Ultrastack features a linking
device and grab handle, so
moving and stacking is a breeze.
The sculptured seat and back
maintain good posture. Stackable
on the trolley up to 30 high, the
Ultrastack can be provided with
arms, writing tablet and seat pads.

Mirage

Prima

The Italian designed, high gloss
Mirage is a striking addition to any
meeting or conference venue. The
Mirage offers practical comfort with
the colour to energise any environment.
The chairs are easily stacked up to 6
high or 20 high on the optional Mirage
Trolley. A linking device is available for
conference use.

The Prima chair provides a versatile
seating solution for all meeting, training
and conference situations. Instant linking
is standard, while the option of castors,
arms and a heavy duty writing tablet
enhances the flexibility of the range.
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FAQ’s

Frequently asked questions—
What makes Kite tables unique?
The Kite table system is the world’s only tilt-top, gate-leg table system. This ensures clear knee and leg
room for everyone. The Kite shape (patented) offers an unrivalled number of opportunities for room layouts
that help you meet, train and communicate correctly. Kite tables are the strongest folding tables available,
with a full frame supporting all sides. This applies to all Kite table shapes. When folded, Kite tables don’t
cause any obstructions or hazards and can be easily transported by one person along narrow corridors or
doorways.
Tell me about the castor technology.
When unlocked the Kite Dual-Locking castor (patent pending) enables smooth transportation of the table on
all floor surfaces. Unlike a traditional castor its unique engineering prevents the castor rotating and swivelling
when locked, thus creating the rigid stability associated with fixed frame furniture.
Can I level Kite tables if my floor is uneven?
Yes. Two levelling spindles are found above the Kite Dual-Locking castor. To instantly level your table, simply
turn the spindle by hand. Every leg has 50mm of adjustment, ensuring perfect table–top alignment (no tools
are required).
What top finishes are available on Kite tables?
Customers can choose from a variety of finishes and beautiful veneered tops with optional inlay. We also
produce special table tops using environmentally friendly materials such as Bamboo and Forbo linoleum
(price on application). For finish samples please email sales@oceedesign.com.
Can you produce special sizes?
Subject to quantity we can produce a wide variety of rectangular folding tables. The maximum length
available is 1850mm and the maximum depth 800mm.
What leg finishes are available on Kite tables?
Tapered leg – silver, chrome.
Straight leg – silver, chrome, graphite, white.
Other colours - Price on application (minimum order level may apply).

Can I have electrics in my Kite tables?
Yes. We offer a number of power units which can be configured with voice, power, data and VGA connections.
Who uses Kite tables already and can I obtain a reference?
Thousands of organisations all over the world use Kite. We can provide references across every sector including banking, education, corporate, healthcare, government and hospitality.
Do all Kite tables fold?
Yes, to a profile of 390mm.
A matching modesty panel and cable management can be fitted without compromising the folding function.
Do Kite tables nest?
Yes. All Kite table shapes fold and nest in the same way. Five tables nested will occupy 1015mm.
Are the castors suitable for hard floors?
Yes. Kite tables are fitted with our patent pending Dual-Locking castors, more durable than a traditional castor
and with a unique structure that is suitable for all floors.
What is the warranty on Kite tables?
Kite tables are guaranteed for 10 years under normal wear and tear conditions. OCee Design seating is
guaranteed for 5 years when used for up to 8 hours per day and subject to normal wear and tear conditions.
Do you offer a range of fabrics/finishes for your seating lines?
Yes. A full range of fabrics are available from all mainstream fabric manufacturers. A range of finishes are
available and are specified for each product range.
Where can I find an OCee Design dealer?
Simply telephone us on 01604 674674 or send an email to sales@oceedesign.com with details of your
address and post code and we will advise you of your nearest dealer.

Do the tables link together?
No. Our unique Dual-Locking castor eliminates the need for any linking device. When all castors are locked
the tables are as strong and sturdy as a fixed table. Simply unlock the castors and you are ready to go –
further reducing reconfiguration time and effort. Should linking be required for electrical safety reasons, we
can provide the appropriate device.
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Mission Interior Contracts Ltd registered in England & Wales No. 3249426 and now celebrating
some 18 years in the Interiors Industry.
Our Company firmly believes that change is constant and adopts a Corporate Policy of
continually assessing our customers’ needs to ensure a level of service which we believe is second
to none.
Our Project ethos is development of a close working partnership with our clients through a single
source supply which enables clear interpretation of customer needs and also ensures clear
concise final specification proposals.

Complete Interior Solution Providers for all your Business Environments
For Fast, Friendly advice,
call our Team: T: 0121 501 3636 E: enquiries@missionworkplace.co.uk
W: www.missionworkplace.co.uk

Mission Interior Contracts Ltd
Basepoint Business Centre, Bromsgrove Technology Park
Isidore Road, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire B60 3ET
T: (0121) 501 3636 W: www.missionworkplace.co.uk
Registered in England No: 3249426

